Reference Data Service’s (RDS) mission is to holistically manage and reduce the complexity around reference data administration and delivery. RDS provide data consumers access to a golden copy of accurate and complete reference data which is delivered in a timely manner. RDS delivers a reliable and timely golden source intra and end-of-day data service to support the needs of front to back business processes of the bank. These business processes include but are not limited to: trade capture, trading risk management and P&L, IPV, settlement, client valuations, collateral management, market data management, market risk and financial reporting. Scope extends across all Corporate and Investment Banking businesses and asset classes. RDS is currently undergoing a large and complex platform migration with the goal to remove complexity from our system to provide an improved more efficient service.

Role and Responsibilities:

As an RDS Technical Business Analyst you will be required to work with other individuals within the department on a shared goal as part of a local and wider global team to analyze requirements and data, and will be involved with solution design. You will be required to produce standard project documentation and report status and progress in a clear and timely manner.

Specific project related responsibilities include:

- Prepare business requirements
- Provide input and support to various data quality initiatives
- Use tools such as Tableau to define data quality rules and visualize data output
- Support release cycles as needed
- Support transformational program activities
- Assist with analytical support to consumers as they migrate from legacy platforms to the RDS Strategic system
- Assist in producing project MIS and documentation for senior management review
- Assist in management of RDS data quality governance – Producing documentation, participating in forums, capturing actions and working with stakeholders to resolve issues

Required Skills

- Strong analytical and problem solving skills

Desirable Skills

- Experience with database such as Oracle
- Java development experience
- SQL
- JavaScript

Languages

- English

Key Words

- Business/Data Analysis, Reference Data, Financial Products Knowledge (Fixed Income/Index preferred), SQL Proficient, Oracle database, MS Visio, Data Model, Project Management

If interested please email info@integrateadvisors.org for an application.